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Abstract

For the implementation of controllers of Application Specific ICs (ASICs), different archi
tectures can be chosen. This report discusses the implementation of controllers on Pro
grammable Logic Arrays (PLAs).

Based upon an initial mapping of the controller on a PLA, several optimizations are per
formed. These are based upon an horizontal and vertical partitioning of the PLA. The vertical
partitioning divides the initial PLA into a sequence generator and a command generator.
The horizontal partitioning method splits the sequence generator into two parts, where each
part contains an optimal cluster of product terms. This clustering method is based upon the
minimization of the hamming distance between nodes. This report features four clustering
methods, starting from local clustering to global clustering.

The presented results shows a reduction of the total PLA areas of about 15%, where the
initial PLA is partitioned into three smaller PLAs, but the extra cost for routing is not taken
into account.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electronics plays an enormous role in our life. Especially micro-electronics and, more
precisely, chips perform a crucial part in modern-day life. Although universally applicable
Integrated Circuits (IC's) are widely used because of their flexibility, another type of IC's is
being used more and more. These chips are AppUcation Specific IC's (ASIC's), which are
designed for one specific task and thus can be optimized for the work they perform, which
results in faster operation and lor smaller designs. Therefore these chips are well suited for
digital signal processing where vast amounts of data are being processed in short amounts
of time.

ASIC's can be divided into two main parts: the datapath and the controller. In the datapath
all processing on data takes place. The controller makes sure all operations in the datapath
are performed at the right moments. A controller is a Finite State Machine (FSM), which
can be described as a State Transition Graph (STG) or as a State Transition Table (511), as
described in chapter 2. Furthermore controllers can be implemented with Random Logic
(RL), a Programmable Logic Array (PLA) or with a Read Only Memory (ROM), each with
different properties, which can be seen in chapter 2. A PLA controller has the advantage of
simple structure and ease of implementation, but large controllers arise when an irregular
machine description is given. Decomposition provides the possibility to divide a PLA

in smaller pieces, as stated in chapter 3. One specific decomposition method, horizontal
partitioning is based on an article by Paulin [PauI89]. This method has been investigated in
chapter 4.

The horizontal partitioning algorithm performs an output partitioning of a PLA, leading to a
command and sequence PLA. The sequence PLA is horizontally divided into two partitions,
which each are minimized and implemented in a PLA. The partitioning described in Paulin's
article uses the relatively simple optimization method (ASYL) for clustering and partitioning
of the PLA's. Because the ASYL minimization package was not available, the minimization

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

program ESPRESSO was used. The results obtained by using ESPRESSO could not directly
be used for partitioning, as described in Paulin's article, so a new partitioning method
had to be developed (chapter 4. Also the clustering method used for partitioning could
not be traced, leading to a newly developed clustering method (chapter 5). The results of
the horizontal partitioning method are described in chapter 6 and compared to different
optimization techniques. This leads to conclusions which can be found in chapter 7.

This thesis work has been performed within the framework of an automated design system
for ASIC's: the New Eindhoven Architecture synthesis Toolbox (the NEAT system). This design
system is currently being built at the Design Automation Section within the Department of
Electrotechnical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology.



Chapter 2

Controller Types

2.1 Introduction

The architecture of an ASIC can be divided into several parts:

Functional Units where operations on data are performed. These operations include both
I/O operations and actual calculations on data.

Memory which is used to store values.

Controller which controls the functional units and memory on the ASIC.

As stated, the controller manages all other subcircuits on the ASIC. A controller can be

depicted as in figure 2.1. The controller is started by placing a signal on the 'start' input
and, when ready, the controller returns a 'ready' signal on its associated output. While the
controller is working, it recieves flags from the datapath. Together with the current state
of the controller, these flags are used to determine the new state of the controller and the
control signals to the datapath.

2.2 Design Space

A controller can be constructed in various ways, dependent of its design space and the
constraints defined. Before the controller is constructed, several descriptions determining

the designspace are given:

3



4 CHAPTER 2. CONTROLLER TYPES

Start

Flags c
Ready

Control
Signals

Figure 2.1: General controller

1. The design system. The used system presents tools to design a controller, e.g. parti
tioning tools.

2. Tune. A controller has to be constructed within a given period of time, even if this
would lead to a non optimal controller.

3. Flags from the datapath. These flags determine the size of the input circuitry of the
controller.

4. Control signals. These controlsignals drive the datapath and therefore determine the
size of the output circuitry of the controller.

5. Tools before and after the controller design e.g. scheduling tools, floorplan design,
logic optimization.

The designspace is narrowed by constraints made on the controller:

speed and delay Speed and delay constraints are put on operations in the datapath, which

must be controlled at specific times at specific rates. So these speed constraints on the
datapath also put constraints on the timing of the controller, which must keep up with
the speed of the datapath.

area Area constraints require that a controller does not exceed a given size, or has to fit in a

specified shape.
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type of controller The controller can be a Moore or a Mealy controller, each with different
properties (see section 2.3.3).

implementation type The chosen implementation type (Random Logic, PLA, ROM or other
types) leads to different structures with different sizes, timing behaviour etc.

2.3 Finite State Machines

2.3.1 The FSM Model

A controller receives flags from the datapath. Together with the current state information of

the controller, these flags are used to calculate the new state of the controller and the signals
to the datapath. These calculations are made using boolean functions (logic) and a state
register to hold the current state information. Therefore a controller can be described very
easily using the Finite State Machine (FSM) model, as depicted in figure 2.2.

Primary Outputs I

Figure 2.2: The Finite State Machine model

This model describes a state machine consisting of a finite number of states and a finite num
ber of state transitions. The transitions are calculated in the logic block and are dependent
of the current state of the machine (state inputs) and of signals coming from the outside (pri
mary inputs), The machine determines what its next state will be (state outputs) and stores
this information in a memory (state register). The controller also determines output signals

and presents these to the outside world (primary outputs). Transitions are made based on
the primary inputs (input vector) and on the state inputs (old state vector). The primary

outputs <output vector) can be determined based solely on the old state vector, in which case
this machine is referred to as a Moore machine (see section 2.3.3). Or the output vector is

based on both the old state vector and the input vector, in which case this machine is called
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a Mealy machine (see section 2.3.3). The state outputs (new state vector) are determined by
the old state vector and the primary inputs.

2.3.2 Representations of the FSM model

The FSM model can be depicted by:

State Transition Graph The State Transition Graph (STG) is a graph 9stg = (V, E) with:

V : collection of vertices representing the states of the FSM.
E ~ V x V : collection of edges representing the state transitions.

Associated with the edges are bitvectors representing the input vector responsible for
the transition between two states. The output vectors also are represented in the STG:

associated with the states in case a Moore machine is described (see figure 2.4 and
section 2.3.3) and associated with the edges if a Mealy machine is used (see figure 2.5
and section 2.3.3).

State Transition Table The State Transition Table (SIT) can also be used to describe both

the Moore or Mealy model. The SIT consists of four types of columns:

• An inputcolumn describing the primary inputs.

• An old state column describing the state inputs.

• A new state column describing the state outputs.

• An output column describing the primary outputs.

Thus on every row in the SIT a transition is described (see figure 2.3). As opposed to
the STG, one cannot always distinguish between the Moore or Mealy model described
as a SIT. The outputvectors can be associated with the transitions or with the states,

so a remark of which model is used, is needed.

2.3.3 FSM machine types

Two types of machine descriptions are typically used to describe the machine's behaviour:

The Moore and the Mealy machine.
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Primary Old
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I

I 10 i 110

7

Figure 2.3: Example of a State Transition Table

The Moore machine

In the Moore machine the outputs are connected to the states. Every state has an output
vector associated with it (a vector is a bit assignment to signals representing an input or an
output). The state transitions are activated by the current state and the input vector. The
Moore machine is a quintuple M = (8, I, a,b, A) where

01-01/ :rransition withI rnput vector

Figure 2.4: Example of a Moore machine
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8 : collection of states
1p : collection of primary inputs
Is : collection of state inputs
I : Ip U Is collection of inputs
Op : collection of primary outputs
Os: collection of state outputs
o : Op U 0 s collection of outputs
6 : S x 1 ~ S state transition function
.>. : S ~ 0 output function

CHAPTER 2. CONTROLLER TYPES

For a STG representation of this machine, see figure 2.4

The Mealy machine

Ol-<llNOl/ Transition withI input vector/output vector

Figure 2.5: Example of a Mealy machine

As opposed to the Moore machine, the outputs are not associated with a state, but are
dependent on both the current state and the inputs. The state transitions are activated as
in a Moore machine. The next mathematical equation describes the behaviour of the Mealy

machine: The Mealy machine is a qUintuple M = (8,/,0,6, /3) where

S : collection of states
I p : collection of primary inputs
Is : collection of state inputs
1 : 1p U Is collection of inputs

Op : collection of primary outputs
Os: collection of state outputs
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o : Op U Os collection of outputs
6 : S x I ---. S state transition function
{3 : S x I -+ 0 output function

For a representation of this machine, see figure 2.5

2.3.4 State assignment and encoding

9

States in a FSM description can be described as a bitvector or as a symbolic state, in which
case the FSM description is called a symbolic state machine. If symbolic state descriptions are
present, an assignment to the symbolic states must be made. The assignment provides each
state with a unique statenumber. The assignment can be encoded in various ways. These
different possible encodings depend on what type of controller is chosen (Random Logic,
PLA or ROM), for each type of controller has specific features which require a different
coding of the internal states. Also the characteristics of the FSM description determines the
chosen bit encoding. An optimally chosen bit assignment leads, after a logic optimization
step has been taken, to a smaller controller compared to all other possible encodings. To
find such an optimal encoding is a difficult thing to do, for the problem is NP complete (for
computational problems and NP completeness see [Gare79]).

2.3.5 Optimizations

Many optimization methods have been developed to remove redundancy out of the FSM
description. The most applied are listed below:

Logic Minimization Trying to minimize the logic block in the FSM (see figure 2.2). This
is done by logic optimization of the equations which form the logic block in the FSM
description [Papa82, Rude87].

Decomposition Cutting the FSM into several submachines (Sum and / or Product machines),
which can lead to smaller area implementations of the FSM. Many different techniques
are used for this goal, like boolean algebra and lattice theory [Deva89b, Boch91].

Extractions Implementing properties of the FSM in their own structure, like sequence coun
ters in case of loops or stacks in case of subcircuit calls [Aman87, Gerb91] (this can be
compared to procedural extractions as used in ordinary programming languages like
Pascal or C ).
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The boundaries between the different optirniza tion methods are not as strict as the separa tion
suggests. In fact the various techniques are strongly related, e.g. the optimal state assignment
problem is equivalent to finding an optimal general decomposition of an FSM [Deva89a].
Also, finding functional sub-structures leads to decomposition of a FSM and vice versa.

2.4 Controller Implementations

A FSM can be implemented differently, dependent of various demands and constraints.
Three of the most used implementations are described below.

2.4.1 Random Logic controller

The random logic controller is the most used type of controller. In this type of controller
the logic block in the FSM description (figure 2.1) is composed of individual logic building
blocks like NANDs, NORs, AND's and so on. These logic blocks interact with memory
elements like registers, where the state information of the controller is stored. There are no
restrictions on how many logic blocks are connected after each other (the depth of the logic),
so this type of controller is sometimes referred to as a Multilevel Logic controller.

In the early 80's an automatic synthesis system for such a multilevel FSM controller was
described by Brown [Brow81]. Because this is the most implemented controller type, an
enormous amount of literature can be found regarding state assignment [Deva88a, WoU88],
optimization techniques [Bray, Bray84] and their relationships [Deva89a]. The last few years,
controller structures who are different from the one described above, have been investigated
[Wolf91, Bolo89]. An enormous advantage of all structures based on a Random Logic
implementation is the possibility of easy speed-area adjustments of the logic.

2.4.2 ROM controller

As can be seen in figure 2.6 the inputs to a ROM controller are converted into an address
for selection of a row in a ROM, leading to calculation of the new state information and to

an output vector which drives the datapath. Because a ROM is a very compact structure,

ROM controllers are much used for large and/or irregular controllers. ROM controllers are
not suited for small controllers, because of the overhead of address calculation and output

calculation. Although ROM controllers are very hard to optimize, they can give very good
results when there is hardly any structure present in the sequence of states in the SIT, or
when the number of states is large compared to Random Logic and PLA implementations
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Address
Decode

Address

ROM

Control
Signals

11

Address
Calculation

Input
Logic

State
Register

OutPut &
State Logic

Figure 2.6: Example of a ROM controller

[Gerb91]. Research on different architectures based on a ROM has been restarted the IClst few
years [Tarr91, Zege90]. The ROM controller has the disadvantage that speed-area trade offs
are hardly possible, Clnd has a more complex structure than implementations with Random
Logic.

2.4.3 PLA controller

A PLA is Cl regular layout structure, representing two level logic functions. The most Widely
used form is the AND/OR-form which implements sum-of-product (also known as a sum of
cubes) functions 1. To implement these functions, the PLA consists of two parts: The input
and output field (see figure 2.7). In the figure one can see the implementation of a boolean

equation x as a sum of cubes function.

input field All inputs and their inverse signals are presented to the inputfield. On every
row in the input field a connection is mClde to select an input signal or its inverse. In

I The ANDJOR form is used throughout the rest of the thesis for explanatory reasons, together with the term
product term as a synonym for a PLA row; Another operotion like NAND, NOR, etc. on the inputsignals is also
possible, but the AND function is usually used
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AND Field

1 k
CHAPTER 2. CONTROLLER TYPES

OR Field

--t~
I I

I I '
I I

~~~ , I
I I

abc

Input Field

(AND)

xyz

Output Field

(OR)

x = abc + be
Figure 2.7: The structure of a AND/OR PLA

every row in the input field, all connected input signals are ANDed (wired AND) to
produce a signal, used to drive the associated output field row.

output field In the output field, the output signals are represented by rows. These output
signals are constructed taking the logical OR (wired OR) of the chosen rows.

Between the input and output fields, buffers are placed to provide steady signals in the
output field. They may be omitted when implementing the PLA. Don't cares in the input
field are constructed by connecting neither the input nor its inverse. In the output field they
can be constructed by not connecting the row to an output column.

From this PLA structure dependencies between the number of signals and the area of the
resulting PLA can be determined. For every input signal, two columns in the input field
are necessary. Every output signal needs only one column. Each product term in a SIT
description leads to a row in the PLA. Now it is possible to derive an estimation for the area
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ofa PLA:

13

(2.1 )

10
lO
la
-01
-01
-01
0-1
0-1
0-1
110

with lIi the number of input bits (both primary and state inputs), no the number of outputbits
(also both primary and state inputs) and Upt the number of product terms in the PLA. This
formula is commonly used for PLA area estimations [Aman89, PauI89]. It represents the
number of transistors, used to build the PLA, for every connection between a column and a
row is implemented using a transistor.

Input Field Output Field
Driven .- .. ...

Rows 00 00 110
~,Ol 00 00

i 1- 00 11
100 10 10
110 10 01

~I-l 10 11
00 11 00
10 11 01
-1 11 ,00

01 110

:~~(~~I>J [l~~NlJ
Input Vector Output Vector

Figure 2.8: Example of PLA use

Mostly a PLA is given in a more abstract manner. This can be seen in figure 2.8. In this figure
the '1' represents a connection between a row and a column and '0' represents the lack of a
connection. Don't cares are represented by'·'. Also in this figure the selection of an output

vector is shown, dependent on the given input vector.

Because solutions found for Random Logic implementations can not be applied to PLA

implementations, literature can be found on the same subjects as on multi-level logic de
sign: State assignment [De M8S, Aman87, Vill90, Sauc89], logic optimizations [Deva88b]
and structure extractions [Aman88]. The largest disadvantage of PLA's compared to multi
level logic, is the lack of tuning possibilities for speed-area optimizations, so its advantages

(regularity, simple structure and easy generation) must be weighed carefully against it. Also
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PLA-controllers tend to become very large when large irregular SIT's are used, so parti
tioning may be helpful under these circumstances [Pau189, Cies92], especially a relatively
new partitioning method promises interesting reductions in area: Horizontal partitioning,
described by Paulin [PauI89].

2.5 Choice of Architecture

The choice for a specific type of controller was led by the following considerations:

• An implementa tion of Random Logic (RL) was already available and work in this direc
tion almost certainly would lead to decomposition, extraction of functional structures
or state-assignment research on FSM models.

• ROM-structures are likely to be very efficient for extremely large FSM'5 and / or FSM's
with many functional exceptions in the STT. Until recently, these types of controllers
were constructed in one ROM, or in a simple decomposition of a ROM-structure.
Nowadays different types of architectures are investigated, which make use of char
acteristics of the STI. A disadvantage was the lack of large FSM descriptions, which
would make possible work more difficult to check on efficiency and results.

• PLA structures are situated between Random Logic FSM's and ROM structures with
respect to size and regularity. They are very useful for medium sized FSM's, with some
or much regularity in their description. Also, PLA's are very well suited for decom
position/ caused by their regular structure. A lot of decomposition and optimization
techniques are known for PLA implementations, but a relatively new and promising
decomposition method, horizontal partitioning, combines both output partitioning

and a horizontal decomposition of a PLA. Also PLA structures were not implemented
in the synthesis system yet, so this would expand the system with greater functionality
and flexibility.

• A partitioning technique, horizontal partitioning, described by Paulin [PauI89] presents
a promising reduction in PLA area, as compared to existing two-level logic optimiza
tion packages.

Regarding all of the considerations above, the choice has been made to make use of a
PLA controller, wich will be partitioned using a horizontal partitioning method, based on

Paulin [PauI89].
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Chapter 3

PLA Structure

3.1 PLA based FSM

Input Field Output Field

\00 :00 110: 10
'01 i00 iOO i10
1- 00 \11 ,W-
OO 10 110:-01
10 10101~-01

-1 10 :11 -01
(XlII 100 0--1
10 11 \01 0--1

\-1 11 100 0-1
:_- 01 110 110

~
Primary Inputs State Register Primary Outputs

Figure 3.1: PLA as a FSM

To make use of a PLA as a FSM, we have to add something extra to the PLA structure as
depicted in figure 2.8. In a FSM both the primary and state outputs are calculated using
the previous inputs and/or state. Therefore we have to find a way to embed the state
in- and outputs (old and new state information) in the PLA. If we split the input field in
two partitions (primary inputs and the state inputs), and also split the output field in two
partitions (state outputs and the primary outputs), this objective is met. The only thing left
to be done, is implementing a stateregister between the state output and state input columns
of the in- and output fields and a PLA based FSM has been constructed (figure 3.1).

15
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3.2 PLA Optimizations

CHAPTER 3. PLASTRUCTURE

Several optimization techniques have been applied to reduce the area of the PLA's to achieve
smaller controllers. Some of the most widely used are discussed below.

3.2.1 Logic minimization

Two types of logic minimization are used for PLA implementation: Two level and multi
function minimization, which normally are combined. These types of minimizations are
perfect for PLA realisations, for a PLA is nothing more than several functions (sum of cubes
functions in case of a AND/OR PLA) in a two-level (one AND, one OR) implementation.
These implementations globally lead to smaller PLA's [Sauc87, Bray84]. An example of
logic minimization using the logic minimization package ESPRESSO [Bray84] can be seen
in figure 3.2

00
01
1
00
10
-1
00
10
-1

0011

1
10

00\00
00 111
10 ,10
10i01
10 1111
11 1\00
11 jlOl
11 \100
01 :110

!

Original PLA

10
10
10
-01
-01
-01
0-1
0-1
0-1
110

10 1- II 01 000

I
00 - 0 Ii 10 000

I 1- 00 I 11 000
I -1 10 III 000
i 01 1 10 110
: 1- 00 001I
! -01jOOl00

Optimized PLA

Figure 3.2: Logic optimization using ESPRESSO

As can be seen in the figure, ESPRESSO assigns a bit value to "don't cares" in the output
field, leading to overlap of product terms and therefore to product terms situated near in
the boolean space. Furthermore ESPRESSO uses product terms situated near each other to
introduce "don't cares" in the input field. These don't cares may lead to column reduction

in the PLA.
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3.2.2 State encoding

17

During the state assignment process, codes for the states are chosen in such a way that
boolean simplifications can occur and, most likely, will lead to smaller PLA area's [De M85,
Vill89]. The state encoding assigns such a bitvector to the symbolic states, that as much don't
cares as possible are obtained. These don't cares are obtained by assigning a bitvector to

states which lay close in the boolean space.

3.2.3 Topological optimizations

Topological optimizations change the topology of the layout without changing the logic
description, and try to reduce the area this way.

folding

This technique involves the sharing of rows and/or columns to implement the desired
output and next state functions. Extra routing is necessary for this complex technique,
which therefore will only be profitable if significant reductions can be achieved [Hach82,
De M83, Egan84].

vertical and output partitioning

Sequence PLA

00; -0 10
I

1-: 00 11
I

10 1 1- 01
I

-1: 10 11
--: 01 10

Primary Inputs

CommandPLA

00 100
01 110
1- 001

Primary Outputs

Output Partitioned PLA

Figure 3.3: Vertical and output partitioning
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This is the process of separating the output functions from the rest of the PLA, to form
two classes where each class will be realized by a single PLA [Egan84]. These classes are
chosen in a way that minimizes the number of redundant product terms in all PLA'screated.
Figure 3.3 illustrates this technique.

structure embedding

CommandPLA

00 100
01 110
1- 001

Llr I Prima

10: 1
I

00: 1
11: 1

I

01: 1

Counter

Load Line IPrimary \

_

F! I ~OuIPUIS

!...':=::j±::::::::::;:;===t.-=:::::::::.:I: ~ Tri S~te po~'r wllh Enable

A--Tri S~le po~T -WIth lnve~ed EJUble

00 :-0
I

01 : 00
1- : 00

I

10 : 1-

Figure 3.4: Example of structure embedding using a counter

With this technique, structures are added to the PLA, resulting in smaller designs. One
of these techniques is counter embedding, as described in [Aman89, Aman87]. Counter
embedding consists of two tasks (figure 3.4). The first one is output partitioning, as described
above, while the second one contains an implementation of a counter, which is used as a

state memory. If there are sequences in the FSM state transitions, they can be projected onto
counter sequences. This means the next state can be determined by just incrementing the
counter. Therefore the state does not have to be calculated in the sequence PLA, leading to
one product term less. A select line has to be implemented to distinguish if the counter is to
be loaded by the sequence PLA or just incremented.

horizontal partitioning

This technique consists of two parts (figure 3.5). First an output partitioning is done (see

figure 3.3). Subsequently the derived sequence PLA is partitioned into two parts. This
partitioning is performed while trying to introduce don't cares in the partitions, leading
to column reduction, as described by Paulin in his article [Pau189]. For example, the last
column in the lower left PLA can be removed, because it does contributes only zero's to
the output of this PLA. Also with this technique, a select line has to be implemented to
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Comm3lld PLA

19

:0011:1
I

10
1

11:1
1- 01: 1

I

I 00 i -0 I 10
! 0- i 01 110

Seloct Line

00 100
01 110
1- 001
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Figure 3.5: A horizontal partitioning example

select which PLA is driving the command PLA. Otherwise it would be possible that both
PLA's drive the command PLA at the same time, leading to conflicts and destruction of PLA
transistors.
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Horizontal Partitioning

4.1 Introduction

Input Field Output Field

, i
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~ 10 11 \01 i0-1
1 -1 11 iOO: 0-1
j --: 01 I 1a :110

~
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'----,

Primary Inputs State Register Primary Outputs

Figure 4.1: Initial PLA for horizontal partitioning

The horizontal partitioning attempts to minimize the area of an initial PLA (figure 4.1), by
partitioning the initial PLA in three parts, resulting in smaller total area.

The initial PLA is given by preceding tools and is described as a SIT. The goal of the
algorithm is to minimize both the number of product terms as the number of rows in the

21
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Se'luence PLA Command PLA
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1-: 00 11
I

10 1 1- 01
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01 110
1- 001

Primal)' Outputs

Output Partitioned PLA

Figure 4.2: Output partitioning of initial PLA

three resulting PLA's. This involves two steps:

1. Output partitioning, described in section 4.2.

2. Sequence PLA partitioning, described in section 4.3.

The output partitioning is perfonned to remove the output calculation from the initial PLA,
so it can be minimized independent of the state transition calculations. This results in two
PLA's: the command and sequence PLA. Next, the sequence PLA is partitioned in two parts,
as Paulin suggests. Partitioning in more than two parts is also possible, but would lead to a
more complicated selection of which PLA is to drive the command PLA. The implementation
of a more complex selection structure would lead to overhead which is significant for small
or medium sized PLA's.

4.2 Output Partitioning

This process partitions the initial PLA into two parts: the sequence and the command

PLA (see figure 4.2). In the sequence PLA the state transitions are determined and the
command PLA produces the outputs based on the state infonnation in the sequence PLA.
Thus the outputs become independent of the state transition infonnation. This requires a
FSM description where the outputs can be connected unambiguously with the new or old
states (see section 4.2.2
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4.2.1 Sequence PLA
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The sequence PLA is extracted from the initial PLA by taking the inputfield and the state
columns of the outpu t field, thus stripping the initial PLA from its outputsignals. Afterwards
the sequence PLA is minimized (see figure 4.2).

4.2.2 Command PLA

The command PLA can be extracted in two ways.:

Scqucncc PLA

I

01:1- 01
I

10:-0 10
I

0-: 11 11
-0 :01 01
11 i0- 01
-1:1-10
0- :-- 00

Sl1lIc Register

CommandPLA

W
-1

-0' 1

I iI ~.,O.p."
I ~
i

Figure 4.3: Command PLA extracted from state outputs and primary outputs

1. Constructing the command PLA from the state outputs and primary outputs (the

Command34 type, see figure 4.3). This way, the output signals of the command PLA
are associated with the new state information in the sequence PLA, which leads to the
structure depicted in figure 4.3. The command PLA is simply attached to the sequence
PLA by connecting the outputs of the sequence PLA with the inputs of the command
PLA. This type of structure leads to a longer signal path where the input signals ripple
through two PLA's on every transition the controller makes. Furthermore the FSM
description has to be a Moore FSM, for the outputs are connected to the new state
information. This is why another example FSM is used in this figure.

2. Constructing the command PLA from the state inputs and the primary outputs of the
initial PLA (the Command24 type, see figure 4.4). The outputs of the command PLA
now are associated with the old state information in the sequence PLA, which leads

to a different architecture and imposes complicated clocking schemes to present the
right outputs at the right moments. The command PLA now is connected after the
state registers, which ensures the old state information is presented to the inputs of
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Figure 4.4: Command PLA extracted from state inputs and primary outputs

the command PLA. The advantage of this structure is that on every transition, only
one PLA has to be traversed. But it leads, however, to a controller where initialisation

may become a problem, for the outputs are connected to the old state information and
this information is not yet available when the controller is started. Therefore a reset
state has to be given, resulting in a predefined state while the controller is started.
This structure also requires a specific description of the FSM description, for only
FSM's can be used where the primary outputs can be connected to the state inputs
unambiguously.

The choice for one of these au tpu t partitioning schemes can be determined by speed and / or
area comparisons and the characteristics of the SIT or STC description. NOTE: All of the
next examples are based on the Command24 type of command PLA extraction.

4.3 Sequence PLA Partitioning

After output partitioning, the sequence PLA has to be partitioned into two parts haVing
smaller combined area. To achieve this goal, two objectives must be met:
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1. The product terms in each partition must be chosen that a maximum of simplifications
can be achieved in each partition, leading to a minimum number of product terms.

2. The product terms must drive the same outputs and/or inputs which leads to column
reduction in each partition

These two objectives can lead to contradictions in the partitioning of the product terms of
the initial PLA, so they have to be weighed against each other.

4.3.1 Identification of boolean relations

! 00 i OO! 10
iOl :00' 00
11-: 00 11
i 00: 10 10
110! 10 01
1-1: 10 11
100: 11100
110: 11101
i -1: 11 00
1-- :01 10
, I

Sequence PLA

00: -oi 10
I

1-; 00 11
10 i 1- 01

!

-1\ 10 11
I 01 10I --!

Optimized
Sequence PLA

Figure 4.5: Sequence PLA before and after minimization

To determine which product terms are kept in the same partition, so that it can be maximally
simplified, the follOWing steps are taken.

minimization of sequence PLA The sequence PLA is minimized using the regular two
level minimization package ESPRESSO [Bray84] (figure 4.5). This indicates which
minimizations are likely to occur after partitioning, when the partitioned PLA's are
minimized. So a partitioning is needed which does not block the boolean simplifica
tions indicated by the minimizer. Using this method provides many advantages:

1. It is simple and makes use of existing minimizers. If better minimizers are present,
a better estimation of the simplifications after partitioning is possible.

2. The horizontal partitioning algorithm becomes relatively independent of the min
imizer used.
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3. Through the initial minimization, the rest of the algorithm can be judged on its
effectiveness. Or, in case the minimized PLA is small enough, the necessity to

perform further steps can be determined.

determining relations between initial and minimized PLA A covering between the prod
uct terms in the initial sequence and minimized sequence PLA is determined. The
covering is described by the logical covering of the input bits of the initial product
terms by the input bits of the minimized product terms. After partitioning of the min
imized sequence PLA in two parts, this covering is used to determine which product
terms of the initial sequence PLA are mapped onto the two found partitions of opti
mized product terms. This will lead to a partitioning of the initial product terms in
two parts.

4.3.2 Clustering of optimized sequence PLA product terms

00 -0 10
01 1000: -0 10

1-; 00 11
10; 1- 01
-Ii 10 11
--: 01 10

I I
Producttenns of
optimized sequence PLA

Clustering

Cluster 0:

Cluster 1: \-1
I I
I 10
I

10 11
00 11
1- 01

Figure 4.6: Clustering of optimized sequence PLA product terms

A clustering is performed on the optimized sequence PLA until two clusters are formed

(figure 4.6). These two clusters of optimized product terms are used to determine which
original product terms from the initial PLA are mapped onto these two clusters, using the
boolean relations determined in section 4.3.1. In some cases, however, it is possible that an
initial product term is covered by two optimized product terms which do not end up in the
same partition. If this happens, one can not determine in which partition the initial product
term has to be placed. An extra partitioning has to be performed on the product terms of
the initial sequence PLA to ensure the product terms, not yet placed in a partition, can be
mapped.

4.3.3 Clustering of sequence PLA product terms
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Figure 4.7: Clustering of sequence PLA product terms

In case a product term of the initial sequence PLA can not be placed in either partition, a
partitioning on the product terms of the sequence PLA has to be performed (figure 4.7). This

clustering is not continued until only two clusters are reached but until a number of clusters
is reached, which ensure a mapping of the initial product term on the two partitions found
in section 4.3.2. The mapping is found by looking in which cluster the unmappable product
term has ended. The unmappable product term is then put in the same partition the other
product terms in its cluster are in.

The clustering also is performed by clustering product terms which drive the same inputs
and/or outputs (see section 4.3.3), leading to column reduction in the final partition. This
clustering leads to several clustered groups of product terms. The number of clustered
groups is calculated using equation 4.1.

bits used for clustering

All clusterings are performed by taking product terms who drive the same out- and / or
inputs. To determine which bits are significant for the partitioning of the sequence PLA, a

number of clusterings with different bits can be performed:
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SEQ Clustering while taking all bits of the sequence PLA product terms into account. This
leads to a clustering where the clusters contain product terms which averagely drive
the same in- and outputs. This type of clustering produces overall good clusterings
and leads to best results when the number of input bits is (almost) equal to the number
of output bits.

IN Clustering while looking only at all input bits (primary and state inputs). This is a good
clustering when the number of input bits is large compared to the output bits.

IN_STATE and OUT_STATE Clustering while looking only at the state bits. Favourable
when the number of state bits is large compared to both the in- and output bits.

IN-NOSTATE Clustering while only looking at the primary input bits. The input state bits
are not taken into account. This clustering is favourable over IN clustering, when the
number of state bits is small and/ or the number of different states is small compared
to the number of product terms.

OUT This clustering is meant as a reference to the previous methods. It does not cluster the
sequence PLA, but the whole initial PLA, based on its output bits (primary and state
outputs). This is done because the sequence PLA, which does not actually contain
the primary output bits, still drives the command PLA which determines the primary
output bits. Therefore, adding information about the primary outputs could lead to a
clustering which not only takes the output bits of the sequence PLA into account (the

state outputs), but also the primary outputs these state outputs are coupled with.

ALL This clustering is also used to compare the clusterings on the sequence PLA to a
clustering of the total initial PLA. Now all the bits of the initial PLA are used during
the clustering. This ensures all dependencies between the sequence and command
PLA are taken into account while clustering.

determination number of clusters

The sequence PLA partitioning leads to clusters which are used to determine which unmap
pable product terms are mapped on the final partitions. If too few clusters are used there
still is no possibility to determine in which partition the unmappable product term ends
up, for all other product terms in its cluster are not mapped on one partition. If too much
clusters are used, the unrnappable product term might form the only product term in its
cluster because it is not yet clustered with other product terms. This way no mapping can
be detennined either.

To make sure enough clusters are formed, Paulin [PauI89] suggests a clustering until a dozen

or so product terms are formed. This could produce rather good results in the examples
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used by Paulin, but these examples do not represent large state machines (the largest one
has only 161 product terms with 10 in- and 39 outputs). For larger controllers, the number

of clusters has to be choosen between too few and too many clusters. An ad hoc solution

proved to work well:

Nclust = !{ * 10glO(upd (4.1)

Here Ndust is the number of wanted clusters and npt is the number of product terms in the
PLA before clustering. !{ is a variable who experimentally can be determined (currently !{

is set to five).

4.3.4 Mapping of dusters on partitions
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Figure 4.8: Mapping of found clusters on two partitions

After all clusterings have been done, a mapping of the product terms in the initial se

quence PLA on two partitions can be performed. The mapping depends on the clustering
of optimal product terms (section 4.3.2), indicating which product terms drive the same

signals (in- and!or output) after minimization, and on the clustering of initial product terms
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(section 4.3.3), which ensures previously unmappable product terms still can be mapped (fig
ure 4.8). These mapping leads to two partitions of product terms from the initial sequence
PLA, which each are minimized and implemented in a PLA.

4.3.5 Final minimization
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Figure 4.9: Final matrices for minimization
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Figure 4.10: Final horizontal partitioning structure

This step consists of duplicating the original sequence PLA for every partition and replacing
the output columns by "don't cares" in the rows that are not part of the partition, thus
enabling more possible minimizations. The selectline selecting which PLA to use (see
section 3.2.3) is implemented in the PLA with the smallest number of product terms. A
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final minimization is then performed on each of these PLA's (figure 4.9), leading to the final

structure as depicted in figure 4.10.

4.4 Horizontal Partitioning Algorithm Summary

The above described horizontal partitioning can be summarized:
HorizontalPartition(FSM M)
{

CommandPLA = ExtractCommandPLA(M);

SequencePLA = ExtractSequencePLA(M);

OptimizedSequencePLA = OptimizePla(SequencePLA);

Coverma trix = DetennineCovering(SequencePLA,OptimizedSequencePLA);

OptCluster = Cluster(OptimizedSequencePLA);

OrgCluster = Cluster(SequencePLA);

PartitionedSequencePLA = MapProducttermsToPartition(OptCluster,OrgCluster);

PartitionO = ExtractPartition(first,PartitionedSequencePLA);

Parti tion1 = ExtractPartition(second,Parti tionedSequencePLA);

PartitionOPLA = OptimizePLA(PartitionO);

Partition1PLA = OptimizePLA(Parti tion1);
}
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Clustering Method

5.1 Introduction

The partitioning of the initial and optimized sequence PLA is performed using a clustering
algorithm on their productterms. This clustering method starts with each productterm
forming one cluster. These clusters are modelled as nodes in a weighted graph. Between
each cluster pair an edge is constructed. These edges have weights associated with them
which represent the costs of combining the two connected clusters into one new cluster. All
nodes also have a weight associated with them, indicating the total cost of the entire node.
Based on the edge and node weights, a choice is made to connect two nodes, thus forming
a new one. This process is repeated until the desired number of clusters is reached.

5.2 Problem Definition

The clustering problem can be described as a fully connected,weighted undirected graph
9 = (V, E) with:

V Collection of nodes representing clusters of productterms.
E: V x V A collection of edges representing a relation between two nodes.

Associated with every edge Cij E E is an edge weight W e( Cij) which represents the distance
between two nodes Vi and Vj' Each node Vj E V has an node weight W,,( vJ ) representing
the cost of an cluster (figure 5.1). Initially, the nodes contain one product term, and the node
weights are set to zero. The initial values of the edge weights are calculated by taking the
hammingdistance between the productterrns in each initial node.

33
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Figure 5.1: Example of a cluster graph

5.3 Clustering Methods

The clustering determines which two nodes are to be combined, based on a decision function
:F. After deciding which two nodes are to be combined, the edge and node weights are
updated and the two chosen nodes are combined, leading to a new graph with one less
node.
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Figure 5.2: Example of two nodes being clustered
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NOTE:
In the following examples two nodes Vi and Vj with weights Wv ( Vi) and Wv ( Vj) are to be
combined. Edge Cij with weight We(Cij) lays in between them. These two nodes form a new
node vp (figure 5.2). How the new edge and node weights are determined, depends on the
used decision function. Four types of decision functions were applied.

1. MlNEDGE
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New cluster
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edgeweight k
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Figure 5.3: Clustering using method MINEDGE

Only the edge weights are taken into account when choosing two nodes to combine
(figure 5.3). The two nodes with the smallest edge weight in between them are com
bined. The decision function can be described as:

Fme : MIN (We(eij)), fij E E
O::;i,j::;jEI

(5.1 )

After two nodes have been selected, the edge weights are updated as follows:

(5.2)
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Only the node weight of the newly formed node has to be calculated:

(5.3)

This leads to a very simple algorithm which favours the combining of small clusters
(nodes with small amounts of productterms), for larger clusters have edges with sig
nificantly larger edgeweights. A disadvantage of this method is that it not accounts for
the hamrningdistance within the clusters. The nodeweight represents the cumulative
cost of the hamming distance between all product terms in that node. The edge weight
represents the cumulative hamming distance of all product terms in one cluster to the
product terms in another cluster. Therefore the hammingdistance between product
terms within a cluster can rise to significant sizes and can lead to badly partitioned
PLA's.

2. MINTOTAL
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Figure 5.4: clustering using method MINTOTAL

This clustering method also takes the cost of the nodes into account. Two nodes with
the smallest collective cost of node weights and edgeweights are combined (figure 5.4).
This method favours the combining of small clusters even more, for the node weight
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of a large cluster is significantly larger than of a smaller cluster. The node weights
still represent the cumulative hammingdistance of the product terms within a node,
so nothing can be said about the hamming distance between the productterms in one
cluster. The used decision function:

:F7Ilt : MIN (WtJ(v;) +WtJ(Vj) + Wf'(Cij)), Cij E E, Vi E V, Vj E V (5.4)

0S;i,jS;IEI

The updates are the same as in formulae 5.2 and 5.3

3. MINAVEDGE

Clusters to be connected

2
New duster

Edge with average
edgeweight k

Node with
node weight i
and AvCount A

2

Figure 5.5: clustering using method MINAVEDGE

This method introduces one more weight associated with the nodes and introduces
the average edgeweight (figure 5.5):

average count The average count Aveaunt; is connected to node Vi and represents the
number of productterms in that cluster.

average edge weight New edge weights are introduced representing the average ham
ming distance between all productterms in one cluster and all productterms in
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another cluster. This leads to a new weight connected to each edge, the aver
age edge weight We,av( Cij) which initially is set to the hammingdistance of the
productterms in each initial cluster.

The used decision function now uses the average edge weights to combine clusters:

The update calculation:

Ff/1ae: MIN (We.av(Cij)), Cij E E

O~i,j~IEI

(5.5 )

AvCountp

AVCounti * We,av(ckd + AvCountj * We,av(Ckj)
AVCounti + AvCountj

= AvCounti + AvCountj + 1

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8 )

The advantage of this method compared to the previously mentioned, is that product
terms within one cluster averagely are positioned equally distant from all other clusters.
This ensures tha t product terms within a cluster are situated more nearly in the boolean
space, and wi11lead to better clusterings.

4. MINAVTOTAL

Yet another weight is introduced (figure 5.6). This new weight represents the average
boolean distance of all productterms in each cluster: the average node weight W",(W'

1 WV(V I )

J1 v ,av(v;) = -A--"('--'-'---.:....v _,ounti

This method ensures all product terms within a cluster are averagely situated within a
hamrningdistance WV ,'lll from each other. The other weights used are the same as with
method MINAVEDGE, but the decision function is slightly different:

Fmat : M I IV (Wv,<lv(vd + Wv,av(Vj) + W€.Clv(Cij»),Cij E E, Vi E V, Vj E V (5.9)

O~i,j~IEI

The updates are the same as in the formulae 5.6 and 5.7. This last method also makes
clustering of more 'compact' clusters more probable (the 'compactness' of a cluster is
the average node weight of the cluster), leading to combining of clusters which also
internally have product terms situated near in the boolean space.

5.4 Clustering Algorithm Summary

The clustering problem is implemented using the next algorithm:

Cluster(cIustergraph Q,WantedNrOfClusters)
{

while(NumberOfClusterslnGraph != WantedNrOfClusters)
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Figure 5.6: clustering using method MINAVTOTAL

ClusterPair = SearchClusters(DecisionFunction_F);

UpdateWeights(ClusterPair);

ConnectClusters(ClusterPair);
}

}

The function SearchClusters(Decision Function) searches for two nodes to combine us
ing the specified decision function. Using these nodes, new edge and node weights are
calculated, after which the two found nodes (clusters) are then combined into one cluster
(ConnectClustersO), leading to a graph with one less cluster. These steps are repeated until
the desired number of clusters is reached.
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Results

In this section, the following parameters are investigated:

• The influence of the bits, chosen for clustering. Eight possible bitvector choices used
as a bit selection for clustering, as described in section 4.3.3 have been examined.

• The used clustering type. As described in chapter 5, four possible c1usterings have
been developed, all which have been examined.

For every clustering 8·4 = 32 possible combinations are possible. But because two c1usterings
are performed after each other (clustering of the initial sequence PLA and the optimized
sequence PLA), and we want to examine every combination during every clustering, the
total number of examined combinations is 32·32 = 1024.

6.1 Testing Method

All tests are performed with the same FSM descriptions. The characteristics are shown in
table 6.1.

Although two types of possible horizontal partitioned PLA implementations were possible
(see section 4.2.2, only one implementation has been tested. The tested implementation is
the COMMAND34 type, which uses a Moore description of FSM. The COMMAND24 type
requires a different type of FSM description for wich there only was one example. This does
not devaluate the results of the horizontal partitioning algorithm, for the partitioning of the
sequence PLA is identical for both implementation types. All possible clusterings have been
calculated, after which all optimal solutions were collected. These optimal solutions have
been used to determine which bitvector masks and which clustering types provide the best
solutions.

41
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FSM nj no PT A

lion 4 3 11 121
train4 4 3 14 154
voorb1 4 5 16 208

s8 7 4 20 360
train11 6 5 25 425

rnodulo12 6 6 24 432
opus 9 10 22 616
ex3 6 6 36 648

donfile 7 6 96 1920
51 13 11 107 3959

CHAPTER 6. RESULTS

Table 6.1: Example FSM's used for testing

6.2 Clustering Bits

In section 4.3.3, eight choices of clustering bitvectors (masks) are proposed for clustering of
productterms (both on the initial and optimized sequence PLA).

In table 6.2 the results ofclustering with different masks can be seen. Every column represents
the bitvector used for clustering the initial sequence PLA. In every column the bitvector used
for clustering the optimized sequence PLA and producing an optimal solution, is shown for
all FSM's tested. For example, with FSM donfile, an optimal horizontal partitioning is reached
with the combinations (ALL,5EQ),(SEQ,OUT) and (SEQ,SEQ) for clustering of initial and
optimized sequence PLA.

To cover all optimal solutions found, all of the next combinations for clustering have to be
performed:

• (ALL,OUT)

• (ALL,SEQ)

• (ALL,OS)

• (SEQ,OUT)

• (SEQ,SEQ)

If for some FSM's a near-optimal solution is enough, the number of used c1usterings can be
reduced to:

• (ALL,SEQ)

• (SEQ,5EQ)
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F~;M ALL IN IN":'TATE IN..NOSTATE OUT OUTSTATE OUT..NChiATE SEQ
lion ALL - - - ALL - ALL -

IN - - - IN - IN -
IS - - - OUT - IS -

SEQ - - - OS - 05 -
LNO - - - SEQ - SEQ -

train4 ALL - - - - - - ALL
IN - - - - - - OUT
IS - - - - - - IN

S£(2 - - - - - - SEQ
voorbl ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL

OS OUT OS OS OS 05 OS OS
SEQ SEQ SEQ SEQ SEQ SEQ SEQ SEQ

s8 os - - - - - - OS
SEQ - - - - - - SEQ

trainll OUT - - - OUT OUT - OUT
- - - - OS - - -

modulo12 ALL - - - - - - ALL
SEQ - - - - - - SEl2

opus <JUT - - - - OUT - OUT
05 - - - - - - OS

ex3 - - - - OS - - ALL
- - - - - - - IS
- - - - - - - IN
- - - - - - - SEQ

donfile SEQ - - - - - - OUT
- - - - - - - SEQ

sl OS - - - - - - -

Table 6.2: Bitvector combinations indicating bits for clustering
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These last two clusterings are sufficient to obtain an optimal solution with 80% of the tested
F5M's.

Although the method ALL was meant as a comparison between clustering of the initial PLA
and its sequence PLA, this method proved to give very good results. This is because it not
only clusters while looking at the bits which drive the command PLA (the state outputs), but
it also contains the output bits themselves. This leads to clusterings where the dependencies
between the state outputs and the primary inputs are taken into account implicitly. Also
method SEQ provided good results, because it takes all bits of the sequence PLA into account,
leading to column reductions in both the input and output fields of the partitioned PLA's.

6.3 Clustering Method

The optimal solutions found in the previous section, have been found using a specific
clustering type, as described in chapter 5. Four types of clustering methods were proposed
in chapter 5 (MINEDGE, MINTOTAL, MINAVEDGE and MINAVTOTAL). To determine
which method leads to an optimal solution, while using the bitvector masks in table 6.2, the
used clustering types are placed in the following table:

FSM Cluster combinations
lion (A,MAE), (-,A)

train4 (-,MT), (-,A)
voorb1 (-,MAE)

58 (-,A), (-,MY)
trainl1 (-,ME), (-,MAE)

modulo12 (MAE,MAE)
opus (ME,A), (MT,A), (ME,ME)
ex3 (MAE,MT), (MT,ME)

donfile (-,MAT), (MAE,MAT)
sl (MT,ME)

ME:MINEDGE, MT: MINTOTAL, MAE:MINAVEDGE, MAT:MINAVTOTAL
A:MINAVEDGE and MINAVTOTAL, -:ALL METHODS

Table 6.3: Clustering method combinations leading to optimal solution

In this table, the cluster combina tions represent the clustering type used for clustering of the
initial and optimized sequence PLA respectively.

No definite selection can be made regarding the clustering type used for the clustering of
the initial sequence PLA (the first element in every combination). Some FSM's have no pref
erence for any clustering (train4,voorbl), others require only one clustering (modulo12,sl).
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Therefore, to make sure the optimal solution is calculated, every possible clustering has to
be performed.

Also the other clustering (the clustering of the optimized sequence PLA), can not be covered
by one single clustering type. There is, however, a strong preference for the clustering
types MINAVEDGE and MINAVTOT, but not for every FSM (e.g. ex3 and s1). Although
near-optimal solutions always are reached when using clustering types MINAVEDGE and
MINAVTOTAL, the use of all clustering types is necessary to ensure an optimal solution is
reached.

If the need for an optimal solution is not needed, a clustering with the following clustering
combinations will lead to an optimal clustering in most cases:

• (MAE,MAE)

• (MT,MAT)

6.4 Final Results

These final results were obtained by using the follOWing clusterings:

• (ALL,5EQ) with (MAE,MAE) and (MT,MAT)

• (SEQ,SEQ) with (MAE,MAE) and (MT,MAT)

These clustering combinations represent clusterings used for the initial sequence PLA and
optimized sequence PLA respectively. Furthermore, the solutions found with horizontal
partitioning are compared to optimization using ESPRESSO and to vertical output partition
ing, as can be seen in table ??

6.5 Differences to Literature

Because the implemented algorithm uses a different clustering and partitioning method, the
differences to the algorithm as described in Paulin's article [Pau189] are numerous.

1. Paulin uses an initial optimization on the entire initial PLA resulting in an optimized
PLA.

The initial optimization is performed on the initial sequence PLA. This is done because
the final partitioning only has an effect on the first three parts of the initial PLA, which
form the sequence PLA. This reduces the CPU time for the initial minimization, for
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FSM A AESP Avp AHP AESP (%) Avp (%)

lion 121 110 90 80 27 11.1
train4 154 66 55 47 28 14.5

voorbl 208 52 51 39 25 23.5
s8 360 165 159 116 30 27.0

trainl1 425 374 338 317 15 6.2
modulo12 432 240 238 174 27 26.9

opus 616 588 552 474 19 14.1
ex3 648 450 394 364 19 7.6

donfile 1920 1080 991 934 14 5.8
sl 3959 3737 2969 2539 32 14.5

Table 6.4: Final results after minimization

the minimization package has to run on a PLA with fewer bits per productterm. Only
when a comparison between an optimized initial PLA and the horizontal partitioning
solution has to be made, an extra run of the minimizer has to be executed.

2. After determination of boolean relations between the productterms of the initial and
optimized PLA, Paulin performes a clustering on these relations which leads to a
partitioning into a dozen or so groups.

Because Paulin makes use of a different minimizer (ASYL, as described in [Sauc87]),
the results of the initial minimization are far different from the results obtained by
using ESPRESSO. Not only it produced a smaller optimized PLA for the example used
in his article, but it also produced a more different output regarding the productterms.
The ASYL system Simply combined two productterms in case they differed on one
or more bits, producing don't care's and leading to productterms who differed only
on a few bits from the initial productterms. ESPRESSO opposedly expands all initial
productterms and later collapses them, resulting in far more different productterms,
not resembling the original productterms at all. This led to a complicated covering
of productterms with their optimized counterparts, where each initial productterm
could be covered by one or even more optimized productterms. In Paulin's article,
every productterm was covered by only one optimized productterm, which made a
partitioning of the covering relation very easy.

To overcome this problem, a partitioning into two parts of the optimized sequence
PLA is done. This covering is done while looking at the in- and output bits of the
sequence PLA, which leads to a partitioning where productterms with the largest
average amount of equal bits end up in the same partition, leading to column reduction
in the final partitioned PLA's.

3. Paulin used a very simple hierarchical clustering technique for he only had to cluster
the found boolean relations until a reasonable amount of clusters was created.

Because the clustering technique Paulin used was not traceable, a different clustering
technique had to be used (see chapter 5. This clustering technique starts with all
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productterms in a ~ven PLA and clusters them until a wanted number of clusters is
reached.

4. For column reduction in the final PLA's, Paulin determines which clusters drive the
same outputs and groups these in one partition.

The method used for determination which clusters are to be grouped into one partition,
is clustering of the optimized sequence PLA while looking at the in- and output bits.
This leads to two partitions where the productterms averagely drive the same signals,
leading to both reductions in input and output fields of the resulting PLA's.

5. Because product terms in the initial sequence PLA could not always be mapped on the
two partitions obtained by clustering the optimized sequence PLA, an extra clustering
of the initial sequence PLA had to be performed.

6.6 Complexity of the Algorithm

To estimate the run time of the algortihm, an analysis of the steps it performs is necessary.
Suppose N is the number of productterms in the initial PLA. The number of calculations is:

output partitioning O( N)

filling clustergraph O( N2)

clustering O( N . N 2 )

The total number of calculations is therefore O(N3 ). If the datastructure used to represent
the clustergraph is changed into a binary tree, the number of calculations becomes O( N2 .
log2UV)):

output partitioning O( N )

filling clustergraph O(N 2 ·log2(N2))

clustering O( N . logz (N2))
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Conclusions

The horizontal partitioning algorithm uses two techniques to reduce the area of a given PLA:

• Output partitioning to reduce the number of columns in each of the resulting PLA's
(command and sequence PLA).

• Decomposition of the sequence PLA in two parts while trying to minimize both the
total number of product terms and the number of columns in the partitioned PLA's.

The horizontal partitioning algorithm has the following advantages:

• It does not interfere with state assignment. If better state assignments are performed
on the PLA presented to the algorithm, it produces smaller PLA's.

• It is independent of the logic minimizer used. If other minimizers are available, the
algorithm can work with them without large adaptations to the code.

Also there are some disadvantages:

• The horizontal partitioning algorithm is able to find a minimal solution, but requires
80 clustering combinations to absolutely make sure the minimal solution is found. A
reduced clustering, requiring only 4 clusterings, finds the optimal solution in 80% of
all cases, and provides a near-optimal solution in the resulting 20%

• The algorithm works best for small and medium sized PLA's. If large PLA descriptions
are used, the algorithm still produces smaller PLA's, but the time required to calculate
the solution rises significantly.

• Extra buffering and routing is reqUired. However, this is also a drawback of vertical
partitioning, counter embedding and PLA folding.

49
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The results show the algorithm provides an average reduction of PLA area of23.6% compared
to minimization using ESPRESSO, and an average reduction of 15.1 % compared to output
partitioning. The algorithm could be adapted for use with larger PLA's, which could extend
the use of it.
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Recommendations

Although the horizontal partitioning algorithm produces satisfying results, it is always
possible to improve it. Several points of interest are discussed below:

The clustering algorithm 1. This algorithm can be improved by expanding the clustering
methods with a different way of describing the weights of the nodes and the
distances between them. The distances now are based on the hamming distance
of the initial productterms. A possible improvement could be using weights
indicating the coverings (full and partial) between every product pair.

2. The algorithm could first unconditionally connect initial productterms who are
situated very near in the boolean space. This "nearness" could be all productterms
differing only one or two bits, or could be another measure e.g. based on the
average boolean distance of all productterms. These productterms than form
initial clusters for the normal clustering algorithm.

3. In every clustering step, not only two clusters have to be combined, but also
the edge or edges with the highest weight(s) could be removed from the cluster
graph, providing the clustering of these clusters in a relatively early stage of the
clustering. This is possibly very dangerous, for the original clustering is a greedy
like algorithm, combining only the clusters with lowest weights. Adding the
removal of edges (also greedy-based) could more easily lead to wrong answers.

The horizontal partitioning 1. The horizontal partitioning works well for medium sized
PLA descriptions. If large descriptions are given a decomposition of the sequence
PLA in more than two partitions could be considered. The extra cost for routing
and buffering would certainly have to be weighed against the gained reduce in
PLA area.

2. Use can be made of the option -Oso of ESPRESSO, which causes an optimization
for every output bit separately. This results in a SIT where a partitioning easily
can be made on the outputbits, leading to a number of partitions equal to the
number of outputbits. If this option is used on the initial sequence PLA, the
clustering of this PLA can be omitted, resulting in faster partitioning. Also a
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selectline does not have to be implemented, for the intersection of the outputs
of each partition is empty. For PLA's with a small number of output bits, this
method will not produce good results, but for very large SIT's it could prove to be
a usefull method. This method could be embedded in the horizontal partitioning
algorithm:

• First a normal output partitioning has to be done.
• Secondly, a partitioning of the sequence PLA using the -Oso option of ESPRESSO

could be performed, resulting in a number of output partitions, equal to the
number of output statebits in the sequence PLA. Every output partition drives
a different output.

• A horizontal partitioning is done on the just derived output partitions, leading
to two smaller PLA's for each output partition.

Hopefully this could lead to a reduction in PLA area. At least it would expand
the applicability of the current horizontal partitioning algorithm to larger SIT
descriptions.

3. A partitioning into more than two partitions probably would lead to larger re
ductions in area, for more freedom to put productterms in a different partition is
gained. This leads to further minimizable partitions because productterms which
currently block minimizations in one of the two partitions can be put in another
partition. A very interesting article describes a possible partitioning into more
than two partitions ([Cies92]).
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